Travel plans send frisbee team packing despite early wins

By Ali Azar

The frisbee club traveled to New York this weekend to compete in the Purchase Cup Tournament at the State University of New York at Purchase. Although MIT planned to attend only the first day of the tournament, they went undefeated in pool play on Saturday and qualified for the playoff rounds slated for Sunday. Unfortunately for the team, their travel plans were set, and they were unable to compete in the playoffs.

MIT stumbled past SUNY-Albany, 10-9, in its first match, The 40° temperature and gusting wind set the stage for sloppy offensive and loose defensive play from both teams. Each team scored only one goal in the upwind direction. The choice by captain Mark Griffith to start the game defending the upwind goal proved to be a crucial decision, providing the one point differential in MIT's favor.

MIT changed uniforms from white to black to challenge the other opponent in its three-team pool, Keene State. MIT easily marched to a 8-1 halftime lead in the Ultimate Players' Association championship the following weekend and won with a 2-0 record in pool play and first place in the pool.

In a game to determine seeding for the tournament playoff, MIT chalked up its third victory of the day, defeating Dartmouth, 15-11. In another wind dominated match, Dartmouth selected to start downwind, but MIT quickly stole the advantage by scoring the first goal upwind. They closed the half, leading 8-5, with their second upwind goal.

A third upwind goal by MIT in the second-half widened the gap to 13-7, but Dartmouth marched once into the wind themselves to close the gap. They could not complete the comeback, however, and MIT closed the door at 15-11.

MIT's undefeated effort earned it a high seed in the playoff, but unfortunately for the team, their second upwind goal. Unfortunately for the team, their second upwind goal.
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If you won't read these 7 signals of cancer... You probably have the 8th.

1. Change in bowel or bladder habits.
2. A sore that does not heal.
3. Unusual bleeding or discharge.
4. Thinning of hair, nail or skin.
5. Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing.
6. Obvious change in voice or讲话.
7. Nagged cough or hoarseness.
8. A fear of cancer that can prevent you from detecting cancer at an early stage. When it is highly curable, everyone is afraid of cancer, but don't let it scare you to death.

American Cancer Society

IBM Model 50Z
$3275
Get ready for the Hottest Savings of the Season!

For a limited time the MIT Microcomputer Center is offering specially priced bundles on select IBM personal computer systems. Choose from six different packages including the Model 30, 30 286, 50Z and Model 70. Each system features a special list of software with total savings from $200 and up! Whether your in the market for a computer, this may be your best opportunity to save money on all the equipment at once.

The sale begins April 10 and runs until May 12, 1989. Stop by the Microcomputer Center and talk to a consultant, or call us at x3-7686 for more details. Your satisfaction is our goal.
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